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It is a thrill for me to join in the celebration of the 50th
anniversary of WZMH. It is with a deep sense of pride and
appreciation that I regard the partnership Four Seasons has
enjoyed with WZMH from the very start. In fact, our
companies have achieved success on a parallel track, built
from the humblest of beginnings. 

Back in 1961, I was trying to get my first hotel built. My
friend Peter Dickinson was a very well-respected architect. 
I approached him for help, knowing I couldn’t afford his fee. 
So I asked him if he could simply provide drawings sufficient
to get a building permit in place. He offered up a young
associate, Peter Webb, to do the job. His work was
outstanding. He created exactly what I had envisioned for 
The Four Seasons Motor Hotel on Jarvis Street in Toronto.

Before long, I approached Dickinson again. We wanted to
open a resort-like hotel in North York. Once again, he
assigned the project to Peter Webb. When the first drawings
came back, we wanted to make some adjustments. By this
time, I was surprised to find Dickinson ill and in hospital,
fighting cancer. Bedridden, he invited me to come see him, and
drew on a sketchpad what would become the Inn on the Park. 

Sadly, before long, the cancer took its toll. My friend Peter
passed away at the age of 35, at the height of his career. Peter
Webb, who had been delegated the responsibility of completing

the Inn on the Park project, came to me and said he couldn’t
continue. With Dickinson gone, the firm was folding. 

Peter Webb was a young but very talented architect. He was
building a respectable portfolio, but he didn’t see himself as 
a businessman. So when I suggested that he and his colleagues
carry on and start up their own firm, he dismissed the idea. 
I convinced them to rent some office space. They set up shop
above a small store, where they laid down doors over
sawhorses for drafting tables and desks. I promised to pay
them on a weekly basis, to give them what they needed to 
stay afloat and form the foundation of a business. 

Peter Webb brought in Boris Zerafa and René Menkès, and
together they completed the Inn on the Park. It was the first
building in the WZMH portfolio, which now includes 
award-winning structures all around the world. The trust 
and admiration I have always felt for WZMH is evident 
in our portfolio of hotels. To date, Four Seasons has seven 
WZMH-designed buildings in four different countries, and
another hotel in the works.

The long-standing relationship between Four Seasons and
WZMH is a prime example of partnership at its best. I am
grateful to have met the founders of the firm at the dawn of
their success and to be a witness to this celebration five
decades later. Congratulations on a magnificent first 50 years. 

Introduction
i sadore sharp
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The First Fifty Years

The year 2011 celebrates a milestone: the 50th anniversary 
of an architectural firm that has now seen several generations
of partners steward Webb Zerafa Menkes Housden through
changing times. During these years, WZMH has become
known for its hand in landmark structures (including the 
CN Tower), skyscrapers, major mixed-use, commercial,
institutional, residential and hospitality projects, as well as
renovation and retrofit projects involving heritage restoration,
and more recently justice buildings. The scope of the firm’s
legacy can be found in every major Canadian city and many
abroad, from Abu Dhabi and Shanghai to Cairo and Kuwait.

The current practice – comprising nine partners and over 120
employees – belies the firm’s rather spontaneous and modest
foundation in the early 1960s by a group of young men in
their late 20s. The inception of the practice in 1961 was a
direct consequence of the untimely death of Peter Dickinson at
the age of 35. WZMH’s founding partners – Peter Webb, Boris
Zerafa, René Menkès and Warwick Housden – had been
associates in Dickinson’s office and, upon his death, decided to
set up business together, completing work with two Dickinson
clients – Issy Sharp of Four Seasons Hotels and Kenneth
Rotenberg of Y&R Properties. Webb was the only one
registered to practice in Ontario, so the firm originally took
shape as Peter Webb and Associates in Toronto and René

Menkès Architect in Montreal, later becoming Webb Zerafa
Menkes, with the Housden added later. The original
partnership agreement was drawn up at the Montreal Ritz-
Carlton by John Turner, a lawyer who would go on to become
Canada’s 17th prime minister in 1984.

The 1960s were an important time in Canadian architecture
because they marked the beginning of a new generation of
International Style modernism and a post-war building boom.
WZMH’s business in the 1960s would expand beyond large
local housing projects to include work with prominent
developers and then government clients, as the partners began
to see the importance of political connections in expanding
their business. By 1968, WZMH had its first significant
breakthrough at the national level, when it was commissioned
to design the Department of External Affairs in Ottawa, which
also led to the establishment of the firm’s interiors department. 

In 1970, the design accomplishments of the firm were recognized
nationally, when WZMH was awarded five of the ten awards
presented at the Canadian Architect Yearbook Awards. 
Jury comments cited qualities such as planning ingenuity,
disciplined modernism and skilful problem-solving on projects
that included the mixed-use Parkway Place, the experimental 
béton brut (exposed concrete) of the Psychology Building at
the University of Waterloo and Bow Valley Square in Calgary.
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The latter project prefigured a trend that would become a
mainstay of WZMH’s work through the 1970s as downtown
Calgary expanded. The first WZMH building to change the
skyline was then its tallest building – at 12 storeys. Over the
next 40 years, the office would go on to design over 20 major
buildings in Calgary’s downtown core. During the boom years
between 1972 and 1982, the firm was responsible for adding
more than seven million square feet of buildings to the
downtown core, and successfully integrating many of these
buildings into the city’s +15 network of pedestrian skywalks. 

Office towers would also be a dominant theme of WZMH’s
work in Toronto throughout the 1970s. It was an interesting
and precarious time for the banking industry, as the uncertainty
in Montreal during the FLQ crisis shook the financial sector. 
In 1972, Royal Bank of Canada held a competition for its
Toronto bank. The brief was unusual in that it called for a
building that was able to function with the gravitas of a head
office should the crisis in Quebec escalate, but that it should
not be taller than the 47-storey Montreal headquarters. During
the competition, the WZMH team played with the idea of
bankers and gold. This resulted in a strategy of creating two
faceted, 40-storey gold towers which, combined with the
innovation of an atrium space between them, gave the design 
a cachet that allowed it to compete on different terms: it was
not the tallest of the downtown landmarks, but its prestige was
undeniable. This competition represented the first significant
downtown tower design led by a Canadian, instead of an
international, architect.

As Canadian banks and insurance institutions came of age in
the early 1980s, the focus of WZMH’s work followed its
developer clients to American cities: Dallas, Philadelphia,
Denver, Boston and Long Beach, California. Towards the end
of the decade, WZMH would be responsible for the last
significant tower to be added to the Toronto skyline during
that economic cycle: the Bank of Nova Scotia. Like the Royal
Bank, its floor plates featured serrated corners that gave every
office the feeling of a corner suite – a design characteristic that
had increasingly become almost a signature of the firm’s work. 

Additional office building work in Toronto was driven by
enduring developer relationships, including a more than 30-year
relationship with Oxford Properties, as well as long-term
relationships with Olympia & York and Brookfield Properties.

The 1990s saw a trend of increasing diversification, with
WZMH an early adopter of the globalization that allowed 
the firm to thrive even through recessions by becoming one of
the leading architectural firms in both China and the Middle
East. A project office was established in Shanghai during 
the construction of the Shanghai Securities Exchange Building,
which became a local landmark due to its floating trading
floor that bridges two towers. The block it occupies also
includes two additional WZMH-designed buildings. The firm’s
work in the Middle East began with a significant university
project – the King Abdulaziz University Master Plan – done in
a joint venture with fellow Canadian architect Arthur Erickson.

It is with a real sense of satisfaction that the firm is able to 
tell the story of its corporate history through so many projects
and relationships that have come full circle, whether it is
modernizing the Royal Bank Plaza, or recently completing the
first tower of the Bay Adelaide Centre, a project begun in the
1980s. It is somehow fitting that WZMH continues to provide
services for clients that date back to the 1960s – even while
looking to a future in which pretty much everything else about
the practice of architecture in Canada has changed.

12 T H E  F I R S T  F I F T Y  Y E A R S
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W Z M H  A R C H I T E CT S On the occasion of our 50th year in the business of
architecture, WZMH finds itself practicing in a world that
looks very different from the one in which the firm took root 
a half century ago. Some things, such as the importance of
personal relationships and partnerships, are as important as
ever. Other things, such as the ability to adapt to new and
evolving situations, and strategically diversify to expand global
opportunities, make WZMH in 2011 a very different practice. 

Cultivating Strong and Lasting Relationships

One of the unique and consistent features of our firm has
always been the exceptional level of attention paid to the
importance and value of personal relationships. The firm was
founded, in part, due to the confidence shown by several key
clients, and the firm has thrived with the expansion of these
relationships over the course of the past 50 years. This has
been assured by an approach to promotion and succession
within the practice that values and cultivates close and direct
client relationships. As a result, our firm and our clients have
benefited from a high level of continuity from one generation
of principals to the next.

The story of the firm continues to be one filled with important
partnerships with prominent developers, constructors and
institutions, both at home and abroad, that have endured over
time. The way in which design services are delivered continues
to evolve – and WZMH continues to be at the forefront of 
this process – but strong and lasting relationships are as
important as ever.

Adapting to New Opportunities 

We are also proud of the many new client groups and building
categories that have grown out of our ability to adapt and
react to new and evolving situations. Over the course of the
first decade of the new century, we have established a
significant level of expertise in buildings as diverse as justice
facilities, entertainment and gaming facilities and data centres
– building types that didn’t really exist when we began our
practice – as well as the mainstay of tall buildings, which we
now design for a world in which sustainability factors
prominently in design thinking. Our work in residential
projects has also evolved in new and different ways, with a
particularly interesting phenomenon emerging in the

Present and Future
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W Z M H  A R C H I T E CT S revitalization of residential projects from the mid-century
modern period, with an eye to re-urbanizing them to adapt to
the rapidly changing needs of the post-millennial city.

j u s t i c e

The firm today is a national leader in the field of justice
architecture. Starting with the A. Grenville and William Davis
Courthouse in Brampton, built in the 1990s, the firm has
developed a significant portfolio of courthouse designs. The
recently completed Durham Consolidated Courthouse east of
Toronto has been widely recognized for its design quality, 
and was also one of the first projects delivered in Ontario
through the innovative Design-Build-Finance-Maintain
procurement method. This LEED Gold project received the
Architecture Canada Award for Best Sustainable Building in
2011. Following on this success, the firm was also
commissioned to design the Quinte Region Courthouse east 
of Toronto. 

e n t e r t a i n m e n t  a n d  g a m i n g

With the establishment of provincially regulated gaming in
Ontario in the late 1990s, a new field opened up for the design
of casinos and related entertainment facilities. Drawing upon
significant experience in the hotel and hospitality field, our
firm was retained to design Canada’s first permanent
commercial casino in Windsor, Ontario. We were subsequently
asked to design a major expansion and brand conversion to
Caesars, which included a unique 5,000-seat entertainment
centre capable of being transformed into a wide range of
configurations, from concert hall to exhibition space. The firm
also created a similar facility at Casino Rama, located near
Orillia, Ontario. Recent work for the gaming industry has
included a wide range of projects: large-scale commercial and
charity casinos, as well as First Nations casinos and racetrack
facilities, including the ongoing makeover of the extensive slots
facility at Woodbine Racetrack, just north of Toronto.

n e w  a p p r oa c h e s  t o  w o r k p l a c e s

Our firm has long been associated with the design of office
buildings, and we have steadily built upon this experience. 
We have pioneered in workplace design through an advanced
understanding of technology and its dramatic impact on 

the nature of the workspace, as well as the evolution of
sustainable practices in workplace design. The recently
completed Bay Adelaide Centre in Toronto distinguishes itself
with its LEED Gold rating for sustainable design, along with
its careful resolution of an urban context that includes an
important heritage façade and a major urban outdoor space.

At a very different scale, our design for the Nova Scotia 
Power Corporate Office Facility on the Halifax waterfront
presented a different set of challenges and opportunities. 
Here, a decommissioned electric power generating station has
been transformed and recycled, literally, into a LEED Platinum,
state-of-the-art workplace and a dramatic symbol of sustainable
design and adaptive re-use, as well as an open and accessible
public building on the harbour. This project features a 
five-storey atrium through the centre of the building, which
preserves and reveals the massive steel structure of the original
power plant, as well as reconnecting the neighbourhood to 
the waterfront.

r e n e w e d  u r b a n  f o r m s

Some of the firm’s earliest work was for major residential
projects in Montreal and Toronto in the 1960s. This important
aspect of our experience is coming full circle, once again
brought into sharp focus through our work on projects such 
as the Parkway Forest re-urbanization project in Toronto. 
This 35-acre site, developed with a number of apartment
buildings dating from the 1960s, is being transformed from 
a “garden city” suburb of towers set back from the street into
a new, denser urban form with defined street-edge buildings,
courtyards, a clear pedestrian realm and a mix of housing
types from high-rises to townhouses. This innovative approach
represents one of the most ambitious attempts anywhere at
infill and re-urbanization master planning. The building design
responds to an evolving pattern of urban growth in Toronto,
characterized by increased density, a focus on public transit 
and an emphasis on pedestrian-oriented public space.

n e w  t e c h n o l o g y

Over the past few years, WZMH has become a recognized
Canadian leader in the design of data centres. Our history 
with this building type dates back to the 1970s, when we did
work for Bell Canada, Shell and Royal Bank of Canada. 

17
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W Z M H  A R C H I T E CT S As these early buildings reached their end of life, we began
work on a new data centre for a major Canadian financial
institution (since this building type demands discretion we
cannot be more specific), which became the first Tier IV data
centre (the highest level of performance) in Canada, and one 
of only a handful in the world. Today, we are designing data
centres for three major Canadian financial institutions,
including a LEED Platinum facility that will be one of only a
few in North America to achieve this level of sustainable
design. In total, the firm has designed close to 95,000 m2 of
“white tile” space related to data centres.

More recently, the firm’s experience with high-technology
buildings has been brought to bear on projects where a critical
factor is the relationship of technology to working spaces for
people. The CSEC project in Ottawa creates a state-of-the-art
data centre that also functions as an open workplace designed
to encourage collaboration and teamwork, all within a highly
secure building. Similarly, the Forensic Services and Coroner’s
Complex in Toronto integrates specialized laboratory facilities
with coroner’s courts and office space.

hospitality

Building on an international reputation at the highest level in
the hospitality industry through our work with Four Seasons,
WZMH has gone on to work with other major players in 
the hotel world, including The Nile Ritz-Carlton Hotel in
Cairo and the Corniche St. Regis Hotel in Abu Dhabi. These
two urban hotels are complemented by the Four Seasons
Luxor Resort in Egypt, adjacent to the historic Luxor Temple
on the east bank of the Nile River.

Diversity Through Overseas Opportunities

International projects have been a secondary but important
part of the firm’s work since the early 1970s, beginning 
with the construction of the Four Seasons Inn on the Park in
London. Since then, we have continued to work overseas 
(in France, Poland and Turkey, and extensively in China in the
1990s) and in particular the Middle East. Numerous projects
in the Gulf States and Egypt have solidified the firm’s
reputation in the region for excellence. Due for completion in
the latter part of 2011, the Nation Towers project will be one
of the most prominent buildings on the waterfront Corniche 
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W Z M H  A R C H I T E CT S in Abu Dhabi. Winner of an international design competition,
this highly sculptural building design transformed an
expressionistic idea – inspired by the wave-like form of Gulf
waters meeting sand dunes – into a unique architectural
statement. Our firm’s international work has fostered
leadership in balancing the complex requirements of large-
scale mixed-use projects. The Nation Towers project, at over
280,000 m2 of space and incorporating a St. Regis Hotel,
residential apartments, office space, a retail mall and a beach
club, is one such project. 

Looking Ahead

From a practice that began by establishing an expertise dealing
with strong business clients heading pioneering Canadian
companies, we have evolved into a diversified practice adept at
much more complex client relationships and procurement
methods. Our founding partners would often work all night to
do a quick sketch envisioning how a project might take shape,
with the head of a family-owned company making a quick and
binding decision; now, we are more likely to present plans to 
a board of directors with vast and complex accountability and
decision-making structures. The entrepreneurial developer has
largely been replaced by pension funds, and many of our
clients are now contractors rather than developers. 

Yet the firm’s commitment to service and quality transcends
these structural changes in the profession. The firm is grateful
to the many clients, consultants and team members who 
have worked with WZMH over the years to build this legacy,
spanning five decades to date, with much more to come.

Projects
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Rated by Guinness World Records as the world’s tallest concrete

building and free-standing structure when built, the 553-metre-high

tower was originally conceived as a telecommunications tower to

provide UHF, VHF, FM, microwave and fixed mobile system broadcast

facilities for regional communications. However, the CN Tower quickly

became an iconic landmark on the Toronto skyline and a major tourist

attraction, drawing more than two million visitors annually. 

In 1995, the American Society of Civil Engineers classified the 

CN Tower as one of the Seven Wonders of the Modern World. The 

tower is supported by a Y-shaped base, with each side narrowing

gracefully to merge into a central hexagonal core. It incorporates 

40,500 m3 of concrete, 4,500 tonnes of reinforcing steel and 550 tonnes

of structural steel. 

The tower features high-speed elevators, double-pane, armour-plated

windows, as well as a revolving restaurant and tourist attractions located

in the pod near the top of the tower. 

CN Tower
toronto, ontario
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W Z M H  A R C H I T E CT S

Client: Canadian National Railway

Completion: 1976

Structural: Nicolet and Associates

Mechanical: Ellard-Willson Engineering Ltd.

Electrical: Ellard-Willson Engineering Ltd.
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The Royal Bank Plaza repositioning project is part of WZMH’s ongoing

architectural stewardship of one of downtown Toronto’s most iconic

banking towers, which the firm originally designed in 1976 after winning

a design competition. Royal Bank Plaza houses the international

headquarters of the Royal Bank of Canada in two triangular office

towers, 41 and 26 storeys high respectively. The towers, clad in gold

reflective glass, are linked up to the twelfth floor by a 40-metre-high,

glass-enclosed atrium above a trading floor for 400 traders.

The area around the Royal Bank Plaza is one of the busiest pedestrian

precincts in the city. The repositioning project adapts to this high-traffic

challenge with a design that increases the prominence of the main

entrances, enhances the main public lobbies, modernizes the retail mall

and food court, and builds on the corporate prestige of the Royal Bank

Plaza landmark. Close proximity to Union Station makes the connection

to the underground PATH system particularly important, with a new

concourse area replacing the old ramped system to anchor the

underground retail and newly renovated food court. 

The principles of openness and transparency inform the new 

design – drawing people into the building with a contemporary and

welcoming lobby. 

Client: Royal Bank of Canada (original commission), 

Oxford Properties Group (repositioning)

Completion: 1976 (original commission), 2009 (repositioning)

Royal Bank Plaza Team:

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: H.H. Angus & Associates Limited

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.

Royal Bank Repositioning Team:

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: The Mitchell Partnership Inc.

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.

Royal Bank Plaza and 
Royal Bank Plaza Repositioning
toronto, ontario
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Royal Bank Plaza and 
Royal Bank Plaza Repositioning
toronto, ontario
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W Z M H  A R C H I T E CT S Clad in “Napoleon Red” granite, Scotia Plaza, the international

headquarters of the Bank of Nova Scotia (Scotiabank), provided a

departure from the conventional colour palette of Toronto’s downtown

financial district. Folds in the building massing accentuate the 

68-storey tower’s slender proportions and create multiple corner offices.

Structurally innovative, the tower was constructed using high-strength

reinforced concrete rather than steel. When completed, the 275-metre

tower became Canada’s second tallest building. A soaring 11-storey

atrium links the new office tower with the adjacent historic 26-storey

limestone building which was the bank’s original Toronto headquarters,

forming an impressive new entrance to the bank complex. The six-storey

underground component features a pedestrian concourse connecting 

the development with Toronto’s extensive underground PATH system 

of retail space and subway stations.

Client: Campeau Corporation and the Bank of Nova Scotia

Completion: 1989

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: The Mitchell Partnership Inc.

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.

Scotia Plaza
toronto, ontario
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Winner of an international design competition, this mixed-use hotel

complex is located on Abu Dhabi’s Corniche. The sculptural forms of 

the 52 and 64-storey towers, and the undulating roofs of the base

pavilions, use the evocative imagery of waves, sand and water to create 

a powerful architectural statement, establishing the Nation Towers as 

a premier retail, residential and hospitality address in Abu Dhabi and the

entire Gulf region. 

The orientation of the towers on this prime peninsula optimizes views of

the water and the city. The complex is connected to the beach, the hotel’s

beach club and pool pavilion across the Corniche by way of a tunnel that

passes under the wide waterfront boulevard. Lush landscaping unifies the

grounds and creates the feeling of a luxury beach club.

The complex includes the St. Regis, a five-star, 350-room luxury hotel. 

A bridge connects the towers at a height of 202 metres, where the world’s

highest interconnecting presidential suite is housed on the 49th floor. The

taller tower contains two-storey loft apartments and serviced apartments,

while the 52-storey tower houses the hotel at the top above several office

floors, with each element enjoying its own access while sharing support

services. The complex also includes luxury retail space in the podium.

Client: International Capital Trading (ICT)

Completion: 2011

Associate Architect: KEO International Consultants

Structural: KEO International Consultants

Mechanical: KEO International Consultants

Electrical: KEO International Consultants

Landscape: Belt Collins

Nation Towers
abu dhabi , united arab emirates
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Nation Towers
abu dhabi , united arab emirates
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The master planning for the campus, which is separated into distinct

areas for men and women, is driven by the desire to create a dense,

walkable university campus situated around a central landscape 

feature resembling an oasis between the gender-specific campuses. 

Two kilometre-long covered gallerias line the edges of the oasis,

protecting pedestrians from the sun, their form and expression a modern

interpretation of a souk, the traditional Arab marketplace. The oasis is

lined by cafés, student commons and shared amenities, and planted

with a dense grid of palm trees. Campus buildings are closely spaced

and human scaled, at three to four storeys high, also recalling the

density of the souk. Parking is located on the perimeter of the university,

creating a truly pedestrian environment at the campus core. Situated 

on a 370-hectare site in the northwestern outskirts of Kuwait City, Kuwait

University’s new University City will accommodate 30,000 full-time

students by 2025.

Client: Kuwait University, Planning Department

Completion: 2015

Joint Venture: Canadian Consortium Architects 

(Moriyama + Teshima Architects, du Toit Allsopp Hillier)

Structural: Buro Happold

Mechanical: Buro Happold

Electrical: Buro Happold

Landscape: Moriyama + Teshima Planners

University City Master Plan – 
Kuwait University Al-Shadadiyah
al-shadadiyah, kuwait
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Situated prominently along the Corniche in the embassy district of central

Cairo, this imposing structure traces the gentle curve of the Nile River. 

The building is carefully sited so that most guestrooms and apartments

enjoy dramatic views up and down the vast watercourse. 

Like all Four Seasons projects, the principles of understated elegance

and attention to every detail permeate the design. The architectural

expression goes even further, establishing a bold iconic exterior and a

strong skyline image. Clad in granite, crowned by a mansard roof and

punctuated by large arched windows, the hotel is reminiscent of some 

of the world’s grandest hotels. The 30-storey hotel tower sits upon a

podium that relates to the scale and massing of its neoclassical context.

A seven-storey central arch creates a monumental entrance, which

provides a ceremonious arrival at the most prestigious hotel address 

in the city. 

The tower contains 366 hotel rooms, 144 luxury condominium 

apartments and hotel amenities, with restaurants, high-end retail,

executive offices and an extensive health club complex in the podium,

including a large outdoor pool area overlooked by two levels of cabanas. 

Client: Nova Park, Cairo, SAE

Completion: September 2004

Structural: Halcrow Yolles

Mechanical: Rybka, Smith & Ginsler Ltd.

Electrical: Rybka, Smith & Ginsler Ltd.

Landscape: Quinn Design Associates

Nile Plaza – 
Four Seasons Hotel
cairo, egypt
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Located on the east bank of the Nile near such Egyptian landmarks as

the Luxor Temple and the colonial-era Winter Palace Hotel, the Four

Seasons Luxor Resort Hotel is inspired by the rich history of its ancient

context. The building design interprets elements of Pharaonic

architecture in a modernist idiom. Its architectural language draws

inspiration from classical Egyptian columns, beams and inclined wall

planes in a contemporary composition, with “battered” walls clad in

limestone and teak wood details throughout.

Located next to the Nile pedestrian promenade, the hotel comprises two

wings housing 201 hotel rooms, anchored by a central porte-cochère

and lobby, and flanked by landscaped terraces, gardens and pools that

cascade down the embankment. Next to the lobby, a piano and cigar bar

spill out onto an outdoor patio. At grade, the hotel wing amenities

include specialty restaurants, cabanas and ballrooms, kitchens and

some ground-level hotel rooms. 

Most guest suites in the upper floors enjoy the west-facing “sunset”

view across the Nile of the farmland along its rich river valley, the desert

and the distant Valley of the Kings, resting place of the Pharaohs. The

central presidential suite and upper floor end suites have private access

to the rooftop above.

Client: Talaat Moustafa Group Holding Company (TMG)

Completion: 2014

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: MMM Group

Electrical: MMM Group

Landscape: SWA Group

Four Seasons 
Luxor Resort Hotel
luxor, egypt
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Four Seasons Luxor Resort Hotel
luxor, egypt
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This project occupies a prominent site in downtown Halifax, with

significant frontage on the public boardwalk that lines the western edge

of Halifax harbour. The site had been occupied by a decommissioned

generating plant constructed in phases during the 1940s and 1950s.

The conversion of the former plant into the corporate headquarters 

of the provincial electrical utility involved the insertion of seven 

new floor assemblies into the existing structure. A unique example of

adaptive re-use, the design concept required cutting openings into 

and “re-skinning” the existing concrete shell. 

The main public entrance on Lower Water Street, six metres above 

the boardwalk level, leads into a five-storey atrium that connects the

neighbourhood to the waterfront, offering spectacular views of the

harbour. The new atrium retains and emphasizes the original steel

structure within the facility. A secondary axis in the form of a two-to 

four-storey galleria provides an interior street that parallels the 

boardwalk for the entire length of the building. The new gross floor area

is approximately 23,000 m2 including office, atrium and amenity uses.

Client: Nova Scotia Power Inc.

Completion: Fall 2011

Associate Architect: Fowler, Bauld & Mitchell Ltd. (Halifax)

Structural: BMR Structural Engineering (Halifax)

Mechanical: M&R Engineering (Halifax)

Electrical: M&R Engineering (Halifax)

Landscape: Gordon Ratcliffe Landscape Architects (Halifax)

Nova Scotia Power 
Corporate Office Facility
halifax , nova scotia
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Nova Scotia Power 
Corporate Office Facility
halifax , nova scotia
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The design of this forensic mental health centre reflects current

progressive thinking about treatment of dangerous offenders with mental

health challenges: that these behaviours have the greatest chance of

rehabilitation when programs and services are provided in a less

institutional setting. The Mental Health Centre Penetanguishene has

come a long way from the prison-like facility of the old Hospital for the

Criminally Insane – one of several heritage buildings on this 225-acre site

on the outskirts of Penetanguishene, surrounded by a rural landscape

and suburban development. 

The exterior appearance of the proposed new centre introduces an

atmosphere that is more resort-like than institutional, located on the high

point of a beautiful piece of land, connected to existing facilities –

including renovated historic buildings such as the existing Administration

Building – with a new link that also provides a new “front door” to the

entire facility – public, open and highly identifiable.

Within, the de-institutionalized sensibility is reflected in rooms 

organized along an interior “main street”, as well as in strong connections

to outdoor recreation areas and streamlined access to adjacent

administration buildings that reduces the number of ramps and stairs

and works as seamlessly as possible with the complex topography 

of the site.

Mental Health Centre
Penetanguishene
penetanguishene , ontario
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Client: Plenary Health

Sponsor: Infrastructure Ontario 

User: Mental Health Centre Penetanguishene

Joint Venture: HDR Architecture Inc.

Completion: Proposal 

Structural: Halsall Associates Limited

Mechanical: Smith + Andersen

Electrical: Smith + Andersen

Landscape: The MBTW Group and Watchorn Architect Inc.
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Parkway Forest Re-Urbanization/
Emerald City
toronto, ontario
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a 1960s “garden city” development of suburban towers into a denser,

more urban and intensified community. 

Catalyzed by the construction of the Sheppard subway in the 1990s, 

the master plan introduces the idea of infill at a community scale:

existing high-rise rental apartments are infilled with new residential

buildings, including a mid-rise street-edge podium that creates a more

urban feel, new towers (ranging from 25 to 36 storeys,) townhouses 

and a mix of unit sizes and ownership models ranging from rental to

condominium. The plan emphasizes pedestrian connections, including 

a series of courtyards between the new and old buildings, and a

landscaped pedestrian route that runs between the subway to the north

and parkland to the south. The master plan was the culmination of 

an intensive community engagement process with residents that

included dozens of public meetings over an 18-month period, and is 

the recipient of a Toronto Urban Design Award.

The first phase of construction includes 2,200 condominium units in 

six signature towers (branded as Emerald City) and 332 replacement

rental units in four low-rise buildings (under construction). Smaller

podiums and townhouses scale the taller buildings to the adjacent street

and, together with a variety of landscaped open spaces, contribute 

to a vibrant urban neighbourhood. The community will be home to some

8,000 residents, with amenities that include a new community centre,

daycare and community offices.

Client: EL-AD Canada

Completion: 2016

Structural: Jablonsky, Ast and Partners Consulting Engineers

Mechanical: MCW Consultants Ltd.

Electrical: MCW Consultants Ltd.

Landscape: Dillon Consulting Limited

Civil: MMM Group (Emerald City)
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Parkway Forest 
Re-Urbanization/
Emerald City
toronto, ontario
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This new tower on the Toronto waterfront, just south of the central

business district, is the third phase of Waterpark Place, a commercial

development at Bay Street and Queens Quay Boulevard. A simple

seven-storey podium along Queens Quay provides a strong horizontal

element upon which the stacked sliding rectangles of the 30-storey

tower form a strong vertical counterpoint. Home to offices for a major

bank, the tower adds diversity to the primarily residential waterfront and

provides a significant new connection to the downtown PATH system 

by way of an above-grade link through the Air Canada Centre. The

north-south orientation of the building maximizes views of the water and

maintains a view corridor south from the Royal York Hotel, which is part

of the city’s urban design guidelines. 

Waterpark Place
toronto, ontario
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Client: Oxford Properties Group Inc.

Completion: 2014

Structural: Read Jones Christoffersen Consulting Engineers

Mechanical: Hidi Rae Consulting Engineers Inc.

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.

Landscape: du Toit Allsopp Hillier
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Designed as the first phase of a larger master plan for a 15-acre site

within the Newmarket Urban Growth Centre, the new CSC building will

house a variety of accessible York Region public services and a

Provincial Offences Act courthouse. Located at the corner of Yonge and

Eagle streets and adjacent to the existing York Region Administrative

Headquarters, the building and its surrounding landscaped plazas create

a civic anchor within this important government precinct. The building

has been designed to the highest standards of sustainability and energy

efficiency, with glazed openings that provide natural daylight to building

visitors and occupants, and frame views of the adjacent river floodplain.

Three options have been developed with the goal of consolidating

services currently delivered at multiple locations across York Region. 

The selection of the preferred option is yet to be finalized by the regional

council. Sustainability is a primary focus of all three options, with LEED

Gold certification targeted. Each option incorporates an atrium featuring

a living green wall.

Client: The Regional Municipality of York

Completion: Schematic Design

Structural: Entuitive Corporation

Mechanical: Hidi Rae Consulting Engineers Inc.

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.

Landscape: Dillon Consulting Limited

York Region Central 
Services Centre (CSC)
newmarket, ontario
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York Region Central 
Services Centre (CSC)
newmarket, ontario
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This design for a new 44-storey tower at 880 Bay Street, within the

Queen’s Park government precinct, is a substantial new addition to the

provincial government’s Toronto Accommodation Plan. 

Each façade of the tower is unique in order to achieve optimal solar

orientation as part of an overall sustainability strategy targeting a minimum

LEED Gold. Daylight harvesting occurs on the south face through light

shelves inside and brise-soleils outside, with clear glass on the north

face to maximize natural daylighting. Vertical fins reflect light on the east

façade, with fritted glass on the west façade screening the offices from

solar gain. The building’s long, thin form creates narrow floor plates that

optimize natural light penetration. 

At street level, the building podium relates to the scale of the adjacent

two-storey arcades of the existing Queen’s Park complex, improving 

the experience of a seamless pedestrian precinct within the urban fabric

of downtown Toronto.

Client: Ontario Realty Corporation (ORC)

Completion: 2010

Structural: Stephenson Engineering Ltd.

Landscape: Ecoplans Limited

Civil / Planning: MMM Group

880 Bay Street
toronto, ontario
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When it was constructed in the 1960s, this iconic 65,000 m2 modernist

hotel was the fashionable meeting place of dignitaries and celebrities.

Originally called the Nile Hilton, its location is unparalleled: on 

El Corniche, the city’s prestigious Nile promenade, and neighbour to 

the Museum of Egyptian Antiquities, the Arab League and Tahrir Square. 

The renovation of this landmark building called for a highly sensitive

approach. A strategy of preserving and rejuvenating while adding new

functions was adopted to transform the historic edifice into a

contemporary luxury hotel for Ritz-Carlton. Making the most of the

scenic vistas of the Nile, the project includes a conference centre /

banquet hall with multiple meeting rooms for up to 1,100 people, 

new restaurants and a new spa. The renovation incorporates a variety 

of landscaped open spaces and pools adjacent to the Nile, inviting

guests outside to take advantage of Egypt’s warm climate. The 

12-storey hotel will house 325 renovated guest rooms along with

underground parking. 

Client: Misr Hotel Company 

Completion: 2012

Structural: Engineering Consulting Office

Mechanical: Shaker Consulting Group

Electrical: Shaker Consulting Group

Landscape: Quinn Design Associates

Nile Ritz-Carlton
cairo, egypt
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Located on reserve land owned by the Chippewas of Rama First Nation,

this expansion of an existing casino into a large casino, hotel and

entertainment complex is one of the first commercial casinos owned by

First Nations in Ontario. The design is inspired by stories of the Seven

Grandfathers told by band elders, celebrating the rich culture, history

and traditions of the Mnjikaning people. Informed by the spirit of the lake

country, the hotel, with its sloped roofs, stone base and timber structure,

nestles into its natural setting. The main entrance to the complex is a

conical timber structure featuring illuminated glass panels designed by 

a local artist, its motifs recalling the fish weirs used by First Nations’

fishermen. The heavy timber construction, chandeliers and monumental

fireplace suggest the grand entry halls of traditional country lodges. 

The project includes expansion of the existing casino, a 5,000-seat

entertainment centre, a 286-room hotel and spa, a conference centre

and restaurants.

Client: Mnjikaning First Nation

Completion: 2002

Structural: Yolles Partnership

Mechanical: The Mitchell Partnership

Electrical: Crossey Engineering Ltd.

Landscape: MMM Group

Casino Rama 
orillia , ontario
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This two-phased project established and expanded the facilities of

AstraZeneca Canada, a leading international pharmaceutical firm with 

its Canadian headquarters in Mississauga. Like the administrative

headquarters designed for the first phase of the project, the expansion

of the existing campus was inspired by the desire to reflect the

company’s commitment to innovative technology, and included a new

administration building whose central atrium provides a new focal point

for the campus and a sense of pride and community for all staff. The

gently sweeping curve of the glass and silver metal-clad building façade

greets visitors and creates a gateway at the entrance to the site. Glazed

gallerias link the other campus buildings to the new building, giving

employees indoor access to the Phase 2 amenities building, which

includes a large cafeteria, fitness and wellness centre and auditorium/

conference centre.

Client: AstraZeneca Canada Inc.

Completion: 2001

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: The Mitchell Partnership Inc.

Electrical: Crossey Engineering Ltd.

Landscape: Hough Woodland Naylor Dance Leinster (Phase 1),

Dillon Consulting Limited (Phase 2)

AstraZeneca Canadian 
Business Centre – Phase 1 and 2
miss issauga, ontario
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AstraZeneca Canadian Business Centre – 
Phase 1 and 2
miss issauga, ontario
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The specialized design of this large data centre balances the need 

for community with the demand for a highly secure environment. 

This facility contains both office space and a data centre designed to

handle high energy loads and served by a large utilities building. 

At the heart of the three-storey building, a 70-metre-long atrium provides

staff with amenities and natural light, enlivened with cafeteria seating

and breakout spaces, and serving as a venue for staff “town hall”

meetings. Maximizing flexibility, the office component is a simple

uninterrupted rectangle with “outboard” cores. This project received

Uptime Institute Tier IV certification for redundancy and reliability 

factors, the first Canadian project to receive this designation.

Client: Major Canadian financial institution

Completion: 2005

Structural: Halcrow Yolles

Mechanical: Hidi Rae Consulting Engineers Inc.

Electrical: Lapas Consulting Engineers Limited

Landscape: MMM Group

BCC Data Centre
ontario, canada
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The Bay Adelaide Centre is a signature 51-storey tower in downtown

Toronto distinguished by its elemental, modernist form – a refined

rectangular plan with notched corners – and a prism-like skin of clear

and fritted glass that make it one of the downtown core’s most

transparent towers. At the top of the tower, the extension of the glass

skin beyond the rooftop gives the building profile a distinctive identity.

The highly transparent tower base seamlessly incorporates the 

historic façade of the National Building on Bay Street (designed by

Chapman and Oxley, 1926) and the lobby features a major integrated

public art project by the world-renowned artist James Turrell. The 

project also has a half-acre outdoor urban plaza landscaped with ginkgo

trees and ornamental grasses that frame benches and an open seating

area, contributing a much-needed public open space to the central 

business district. 

Certified to a LEED Gold standard, the project is among Canada’s

largest sustainable buildings. The tower contains more than 

100,840 m2 of rentable Class-AAA office space, as well as over 3,700 m2

of below-grade retail space linked to the extensive underground 

PATH network.

Bay Adelaide Centre
toronto, ontario
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Client: Brookfield Properties

Completion: 2010

Structural: Halcrow Yolles

Mechanical: The Mitchell Partnership Inc.

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.

Landscape: Dillon Consulting Limited
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Bay Adelaide Centre
toronto, ontario
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Bay Adelaide Centre
toronto, ontario
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The contemporary architectural design of the Brampton courthouse 

is based on a dynamic composition of glazed and solid areas that

expresses the permanence and dignity of the court, as well as its

openness and accessibility to the public it serves. Large expanses of

glass bring views and daylight into courtroom waiting areas, providing

calm to an often-stressful environment. Located close to the street 

edge, the building presents a prominent face to the community and acts

as a gateway to the city of Brampton. The facility’s comprehensive,

security-conscious design provides three separate circulation systems,

for the public, judges and accused. The five-storey building houses 

34 courts and eight motion rooms for both the Ontario and Superior

Courts of Justice.

A. Grenville and 
William Davis Courthouse
brampton, ontario
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Client: Ontario Realty Corporation, Ministry of the Attorney General

Completion: January 2000

Structural: Halsall Associates Limited

Mechanical: The Mitchell Partnership Inc.

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.

Landscape: Ferris + Associates Inc.
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Opened in 1998 as Ontario’s first permanent casino, this mixed-use

entertainment complex established the gold standard for the province’s

gaming industry. Inspired by the ships on the nearby Detroit River, the

building’s white metal panels, blue-green glass and sail-shaped roofs

evoke a nautical theme. 

Located on a 5.25-hectare site facing the Detroit River, the casino

complex is surrounded by extensive landscaping, continuing the park

setting to the south and including several major water features that echo

the main theme, and also align with Windsor’s urban design guidelines.

The original design concept features a radial plan around a central atrium

linking three levels of activities and an integrated 21-storey, 400-suite

hotel tower, with facilities that include a casino, three restaurants,

meeting and convention space, as well as parking for 3,000 cars. The

expansion, completed in 2009, is planned like a small city, with much

attention paid to understanding how people arrive and navigate through

a variety of entertainment options. The seamless connection of old and

new is facilitated by a floating entertainment bridge that spans a city

street. The expansion includes an interior renovation to update the

casino complex to the luxurious standards of the Caesars brand, and 

the incorporation of a second hotel, ballroom and flexible entertainment

centre for activities ranging from concerts to “flat floor” trade and

convention events. The project won a Gold Medallion Design Award 

from Casino Executive Magazine for new casino facilities.

Client: Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation

Operator: Windsor Casino Limited

Completion: 2000 (Phase 1), 2009 (Phase 2) 

Structural: Halsall Associates Limited (Phase 1 and 2)

Mechanical: Rybka Smith & Ginsler Ltd. (Phase 1 and 2)

Electrical: Rybka Smith & Ginsler Ltd. (Phase 1),

Mulvey + Banani International Inc. (Phase 2)

Landscape: Hough Woodland Naylor Dance Leinster (Phase 1 and 2)

Caesars Windsor
windsor, ontario
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Canadian Embassy
warsaw, poland 
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Client: Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade 

Completion: 2001

Associate Architect: Ozimek & Pawlik Architects (Warsaw)

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: Hidi Rae Consulting Engineers Inc.

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.

Landscape: Quinn Design Associates

The recipient of three prestigious design awards and recognized as one

of Warsaw’s best new buildings in 2001, the design of the Canadian

Embassy balances openness and transparency while maintaining a high

level of security. Interior features include a full-height skylit lobby at 

the main consular entrance and a double-height, multi-purpose event

space at ground level, with walkout access to a terrace and shaded

garden. The exterior is clad in French limestone with a glazed curtain 

wall of anodized silver mullions and pre-finished aluminum panels. 

The three-storey facility more than doubled the size of the outdated

Chancery building it replaced, expanding the Embassy’s space to 

3,350 m2. The desire to promote greater commercial and cultural

exchange between Canada and Poland inspired the transparency that

dominates the two public façades, both facing busy streets. A strong

sense of openness permeates the publicly accessible areas on the

ground floor, with progressively more stringent security measures

incorporated towards the interior of the building. Advanced physical and

electronic security features are fully integrated into all aspects of the

building design. 
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Winner of a 2009 international design competition, the vision for this 

40-storey mixed-use tower in Abu Dhabi proposes a forward-looking,

sustainable building deeply rooted in its physical and cultural context.

The concept was driven by the site, at the nexus of city, park and the

waters of the Gulf. The plan for the tower takes the form of a partial

ellipse, rotated so its long axis runs in an east-west direction to minimize

east-west solar exposure and optimize northern exposure, both for

environmental sustainability and to take advantage of the spectacular

views of the Gulf. Exclusive residences and a sky garden occupy 

the upper floors of the tower, with office space below and a stylish

restaurant and retail showroom in the podium base.

Central Park Corniche 
Circle Competition
abu dhabi , united arab emirates
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Client: ICT – International Capital Trading LLC

Structural: Halsall Associates Limited

Mechanical: Smith and Andersen

Electrical: Smith and Andersen
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Their forms inspired by a symbolic connection to the distant Rocky

Mountains, the curved roofs and canted walls of Centennial Place’s 

26-storey and 40-storey towers create a dramatic silhouette on Calgary’s

skyline. The buildings have become a major landmark at the western

edge of the city centre, and a significant skyline feature visible from the 

Bow River to the north. 

At ground level, the design is organized around a two-storey galleria

running east-west through the development, creating a pedestrian

circulation spine and urban connection to adjacent streets. Lobby

materials include polished granite floors, limestone core walls and a

curved plaster ceiling. 

The typical floor layout features six corner offices and column-free 

space with minimal structural intrusion for greater layout flexibility and

spectacular views of the Rockies from the upper floors. The project has

achieved LEED Gold certification for its sustainable design attributes.

Centennial Place
calgary, alberta
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Client: Oxford Properties Group

Completion: 2010

Associate Architect: Gibbs Gage Architects (Calgary)

Structural: Read Jones Christoffersen Consulting Engineers

Mechanical: Emans Smith Andersen Engineering Ltd. (Calgary)

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc. (Alberta)

Landscape: Carson McCulloch Associates Ltd. (Calgary)
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Centennial Place
calgary, alberta
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Centennial Place
calgary, alberta
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Durham Consolidated Courthouse
oshawa, ontario
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With its carefully scaled building forms and richly patterned cladding 

of coloured and clear glass, the Durham Consolidated Courthouse

makes a significant contribution to the civic architecture of the emerging

urban framework of downtown Oshawa. Its bold, modern vocabulary

emphasizes transparency and openness, both for users and passersby.

A large outdoor public space, Courthouse Square, acts as the 

forecourt to the building entrance and creates space for civic activities. 

Providing much needed space for the province´s judicial system, 

this six-storey structure houses 33 courtrooms, associated support

space and facilities for holding prisoners. For planning efficiency, 

high-volume functions are located at or near grade. 

The design includes innovations in energy performance that will result 

in energy savings of 42% in comparison with comparably scaled

buildings completed within the last ten years. The Durham Consolidated

Courthouse is the first government building in Ontario to achieve 

LEED Gold certification from the Canada Green Building Council. 

A compact plan with a low ratio of exterior wall to enclosed floor area

minimizes the area of the exterior envelope, reducing energy

consumption. A pattern of spandrel glass panels reduces the amount 

of vision glass, contributing to an overall building energy consumption

that is 42% less than the Model National Energy Code for Buildings.

The courthouse received the 2011 Royal Architectural Institute of

Canada Building Award of Excellence Green-Building Award and the

2008 American Institute of Architects Certificate of Merit.

Client: Access Justice Durham

Sponsor: Infrastructure Ontario

User: Ministry of Attorney General

Completion: January 2009

Associate Architect: Cannon Design

Structural: Halsall Associates Limited

Mechanical: The Mitchell Partnership Inc.

Electrical: Stantec Consulting

Landscape: Quinn Design Associates
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Durham Consolidated Courthouse
oshawa, ontario
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Durham Consolidated Courthouse
oshawa, ontario
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An indoor street over 200 metres in length running through the heart of

this large complex connects seven landscaped atriums that act as town

squares at the centre of several office neighbourhoods. To promote

interaction, shared uses such as meeting rooms and coffee stations, as

well as staircases and elevators, face on to the atriums. Adjacent to the

main building, a low structure concealed by planted berms takes the

form of the surrounding landscape and provides parking for 3,000 cars.

This $180 million, 80,000 m2 headquarters is comprised of a series of

3,000 m2 modules that step up in height from four to seven storeys.

Facilities include an 18,500 m2 education wing, a 14,000 m2 computer

centre, office space and two large cafeterias. A high level of security

separates access for the public, staff and computer areas.
Client: IBM Canada Limited

Completion: 1992

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: H.H. Angus & Associates Limited

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.

Landscape: Hough Woodland Naylor Dance Leinster

IBM Canada Headquarters
markham, ontario
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Located on an 85-hectare site traversed by the Upper Rouge River, 

this four-storey office campus, cafeteria and 200-child daycare centre for 

IBM’s 2,000-person community of software development employees is

organized as four linked modules that orient the workspaces towards 

the naturalized river valley. Landscape informs all aspects of the

project’s siting and design. The entry sequence from the parking area

across the river provides a carefully choreographed journey through the

picturesque landscape and across a new pedestrian bridge. Meeting

rooms, stairways, coffee kiosks and bistros located on the perimeter of

the building also have views of this unique site amenity. Several

suitability strategies were adopted, including forest regeneration and

improvements to the filtration of groundwater runoff. Flamed granite and

green-tinted glass cladding on the exterior help blend the building into

the surrounding landscape.

Client: IBM Canada Limited

Completion: September 2001

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: Rybka, Smith & Ginsler Ltd.

Electrical: Rybka, Smith & Ginsler Ltd.

Landscape: Hough Woodland Naylor Dance Leinster

IBM Facility for 
Software Development
markham, ontario
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This mid-rise office tower at 2 Queen Street East is an example of

innovative adaptive re-use and urban densification, its design

showcasing the power of contrasting the re-use of historic elements with

contemporary office design. The grounded horizontality of the historic

1912 bank building at the corner of Queen and Yonge streets provides a

strong counterpoint to the lightness and vertical expressiveness of the

new 19-storey office tower, which incorporates the bank into the base as

new retail space, as well as providing access to the subway and the

PATH underground pedestrian network. The metal and glass-clad tower

features robust aluminum-clad columns that emphasize the dramatic

verticality of the main building façades, and a curving sculptural roof that

creates a unique silhouette on the downtown skyline. Within, floorplates

are designed to a highly efficient footprint, with an optimal 13-metre

core-to-window dimension for flexible furniture and partition layouts.

2 Queen Street East
toronto, ontario
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Client: O & Y Properties

Completion: 2001

Structural: Halcrow Yolles

Mechanical: The Mitchell Partnership Inc.

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.
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2 Queen Street East
toronto, ontario
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A spectacular domed atrium greets international delegates and

dignitaries arriving at the new headquarters of Abu Dhabi’s Ministry of

Foreign Affairs. Dramatically sited to overlook the Gulf, the project is

designed to reflect the importance of the United Arab Emirates in

international affairs. The “circle within a square” motif is repeated in both

the building’s plan and in its elevational treatment. Polished granite and

curtain walls with integral mashrabiya screens grace the exterior. This

facility houses international conference facilities as well as ministerial

offices, departments, press facilities and support functions. Sun-shaded

covered parking for 170 cars is available at grade, while parking for

dignitaries is located below grade. 
Client: United Arab Emirates Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Completion: 2007

Associate Consultant: AEC (Abu Dhabi)

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates (Toronto), AEC (Abu Dhabi)

Mechanical: Rybka Smith & Ginsler Ltd. (Toronto), 

Ian Banham and Associates (Abu Dhabi)

Electrical: Rybka Smith & Ginsler Ltd. (Toronto), 

Ian Banham and Associates (Abu Dhabi)

Landscape: JBM Landscape Architects Ltd. (Toronto)

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
abu dhabi , united arab emirates
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Designed for the Financial Markets division of one of Canada’s 

leading financial institutions, this state-of-the-art trading floor

significantly strengthens the bank’s presence as a key player in 

Canada’s capital markets. 

Located in the former Toronto Stock Exchange space at 130 King Street

West, the trading floor covers 3,250 m2 and houses 155 employees,

bringing expertise in fixed income, equity, derivatives and foreign

exchange operations together onto one trading floor. The trading floor 

and support space speak to a new generation of traders, with a clean,

streamlined interior and naturally lit open spaces. 

The trading floor is 15 feet high, column-free and extends the entire

width of the building, surrounded by glazing to allow natural light to 

fill the space. All the traders are situated in one large room, reminiscent

of trading floors in the past. Reflective glare on computer screens is

reduced through an indirect lighting system whereby light is projected

from the perimeter onto the ceiling. Large, highly visible exchange

screens for stock information and TVs for news broadcasts dominate 

the upper portion of the room.

Client: National Bank Financial Group

Completion: 2009

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: H.H. Angus & Associates Limited

Electrical: H.H. Angus & Associates Limited

National Bank Financial Trading
Floor and Office Renovation
toronto, ontario
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This project consolidates several services previously widely dispersed

throughout Peel Region in a new and efficient building complex. 

The strategic challenge of the design was to bring together disparate

services in a convenient, one-stop service model, while retaining the

autonomy and security of certain functions such as police services. 

The design for the regional headquarters adds two new buildings to the

existing Peel Region Headquarters brick structure that anchors the site

at the eastern edge, and unifies them with a new central urban plaza.

Old is connected to new by a broad internal link, with a one-storey

exterior canopied arcade that extends along the south face of the link. 

A new glass-clad six-storey building containing offices above and 

public services at grade adds a light, transparent element to the suite 

of buildings, while the brick-clad, two-storey form of the new police

services building at the east end of the site creates a casual symmetry

with the existing building.

Peel Region Headquarters 
and Police Facility
brampton, ontario
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Client: Regional Municipality of Peel

Completion: 2009

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: The Mitchell Partnership Inc.

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.

Landscape: The MBTW Group
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Designed to project the importance of this major government agency,

the granite-clad headquarters of the Public Institution for Social Security

(PIFSS) makes a powerful statement on the skyline of Kuwait City. 

The dramatic 24-storey tower sits upon a five-storey podium on a 

1.5-hectare site at a major city intersection. An atrium located at the top

of the tower provides senior staff with a dramatic entrance to their

offices. The building’s exterior envelope is an environmentally sustainable

response to the extreme heat in the region, featuring a combination of

brise-soleils and punched windows to mitigate solar heat gain. The

project provides office space for the institution, as well as a five-storey,

60-metre-long Enquiry Hall, a 400-seat conference centre, a mosque,

staff cafeteria and below-grade parking for 750 cars. Client: Government of Kuwait

Completion: 2004

Associate Architect: SSH International (Kuwait)

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: Keen Engineering Co. Ltd.

Electrical: Yolles Partnership Inc.

Public Institution for Social
Security Headquarters (PIFSS)
kuwait  c ity, kuwait
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Designed as a “gateway to the future,” the iconic image of this 

26-storey tower is instantly recognizable in a sea of surrounding high-rise

towers in Shanghai’s Pudong Financial District, China’s nerve centre 

for private investment. The building forms an 18-storey high archway

that is visible from afar. At the 6th floor, the two anchoring towers 

are bridged by the trading floor, a 60-metre column-free space for 

1,700 traders. The building’s symbolism of Shanghai as a leader in

China’s emerging economy is powerfully expressed by a muscular steel

exoskeleton, clad in sleek silver aluminum and reflective glass. 

A nine-storey podium houses the Securities Exchange Complex and

trading floors, while parking, a public concourse and building services

are located below grade.Client: Shanghai Puly Real Estate Development Co. Ltd.

Completion: 2001

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: The Mitchell Partnership Inc.

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.

Shanghai Securities 
Exchange Building
shanghai , china 
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Inspired by the science and technology of space travel, the design of 

the Canadian Space Agency celebrates the spirit and vitality of the

country’s space program. The form and design of the entry rotunda is

inspired by early satellites, and incorporates an accurately scaled

representation of the solar system in its granite and marble flooring as

well as a display model of the Canadarm. A gently curving, linear

circulation spine known as the Scientists’ Walk organizes and connects

all spaces within the building, including highly specialized research and

laboratory spaces, clean rooms, robotic simulators, a mission control

centre, and a conference and exhibit centre. The building features 

high-tech engineering, which is sometimes expressed in visible structural

components, and security systems to control access to research and

development areas. The aerospace-themed inspiration continues on the

building exterior, which is clad in a taut, aerodynamic curved metal skin. 

Client: Public Works and Government Services Canada

Completion: June 1993

Joint Venture: LeMay & Associates

Structural: Lalonde, Valois, Lamarre, Valois & Associates

Mechanical: Pageau Morel & Associates

Electrical: Lalonde Girouard Letendre & Associates

Canadian Space Agency
st. hubert, quebec
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Canadian Space Agency
st. hubert, quebec
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Clearly modern in design, the minimalist architectural aesthetic and

generous use of natural light in this project express the dignity of the

courts. The judicial centre is located in downtown Toronto on University

Avenue, with rooms for programs that reflect the changing nature of

judiciary services, such as alternate dispute resolution, as well as more

traditional courtrooms and rooms dedicated to examination for discovery

for federal and tax courts.

Public, high-traffic functions occupy the lower floors, while courtrooms

and areas requiring higher security, such as judicial chambers, are

located on the upper floors. Ceiling heights are generous, and public

waiting areas and selected courtrooms have access to natural daylight. 

Each courtroom contains a central lighting feature in the ceiling canopy

that draws the eye to the judge’s dais. Behind the raised platform, 

a granite wall with the official coat of arms provides a focal point for the

room and reinforces the permanence and gravitas of the courts. 

Client: Public Works and Government Services Canada

Completion: January 2006

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: Keen Engineering Co. Ltd.

Electrical: Carinici Burt Rogers Engineering Co. Ltd.

Toronto Federal Judicial Centre
toronto, ontario
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This office building design for an invited competition aims to create a

contemporary landmark connected to the country’s natural and cultural

heritage. Inspired by the natural form of a palm branch and its organic

growth patterns, the design explores themes of nature, sustainability,

flexibility and expansion. The building takes the form of a series of 

north-south “branches” intersected by east-west “connectors,” creating

two courtyards. These courtyards – one open, one closed – frame the

main entrance and incorporate sun shading, protective vegetation and

thick walls for thermal energy storage. Alternating bands of curving

landscaping, water, paving and natural desert radiate outward from the

building edge into the surrounding arid landscape.
Client: Oil Development Company

Scope: Design competition

Structural: Kuwaiti Tech Consultants

Mechanical: Kuwaiti Tech Consultants

Electrical: Kuwaiti Tech Consultants

Landscape: Kuwaiti Tech Consultants

Oil Development Company
Headquarters
ahmadi , kuwait
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This master plan for Cairo University proposes a growth strategy for 

this highly successful Egyptian university, currently operating at full

capacity and in need of expansion to accommodate the large numbers

of students and academic staff it serves. 

The master plan concept examines expansion of the existing campus 

to an adjacent 7.5-acre annex site in Giza in order to add 120,000 m2

of institutional space and parking for 1,600 vehicles. Proposed new

academic support buildings, student and visiting faculty housing and

flexible office space will provide much-needed accommodation, while

freeing up areas for academic expansion at the existing campus. 

Inspired by the dynamic hustle and bustle of urban Cairo, the project 

is densely organized into tight groupings of buildings framing surrounding

street edges and defining a series of open, interconnected courtyards.

The free flow of pedestrians from the existing campus is encouraged 

by raising many of the new buildings off the ground. A galleria frames

the edges of the landscaped courtyards, providing space for retail,

services, food vendors and extensive covered seating areas for student

gatherings. Balconies open on various levels, taking advantage of 

the warm Egyptian climate and providing views of the central courtyards.

Client: Egyptian Ministry of Higher Education /Cairo University

Completion: Schematic Design

Academic Programme: Education Consulting Services Corporation

Cairo University 
cairo, egypt
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Client: San Stefano Real Estate Investment Company, 

Talaat Moustafa Group Holding Company

Completion: 2008

Structural: Dar Al-Handashah

Mechanical: Dar Al-Handashah

Electrical: Dar Al-Handashah

San Stefano
alexandria , egypt
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19th-century hotel and casino that once graced the Corniche, the 

15-kilometre walkway along Alexandria’s harbour. This new luxury 

Four Seasons Hotel and mixed-use residential project revives the spirit 

of the legendary hotel and meeting place on the Mediterranean. 

The curving forms of its 30-storey towers are imaginatively designed 

to capture sea views and blend with an architectural language that is

both sympathetic to traditional Alexandria and suggestive of a

contemporary outlook. An infinity pool is cradled between the towers, 

its radiating circular geometry defining patterns of pergolas and furniture

on the surrounding podium, framing an iconic view of the sea beyond.

Rich landscaping on roof decks, at entrances and throughout the many

amenity areas integrates the beauty of this rich context into the

architectural design. 

The residential component of the project includes 880 apartments, 

with the Four Seasons Hotel featuring 125 guest suites as well as

amenities such as ballrooms, meeting rooms, restaurants and three

levels of luxury retail space. The site also incorporates 12,000 m2

of office space, ten cinemas and parking for 1,500 cars. The design 

was the winner of an invited international design competition.
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The eclectic block of office buildings known as the Richmond-Adelaide

Centre is located in Toronto’s financial district, and is notable for its

pioneering role in establishing the city’s underground PATH system. 

Bounded by Richmond Street to the north, York to the west, Sheppard 

to the east and Adelaide to the south, ongoing redevelopment has 

seen the block consolidated and modernized to meet the needs of a

thriving city. WZMH’s most recent contribution has been the revitalization

of the historically designated mid-century building at 111 Richmond

Street West, a 15-storey building originally designed by Peter Dickinson

that has been renovated to upgrade the office space. The revitalization

brings better flow to the public concourse and much-needed natural

light to the food court by means of a glass floor on the exterior courtyard

above it. 

Further revitalization has taken place at 130 Adelaide Street West, where

a minimalist modern vocabulary has been introduced. Heavy canopies

have been replaced by thin metal “eyebrows” that simplify the building

exterior. Glass beams support transparent canopies, introducing a clean,

spare aesthetic that also extends into the lobby. Plans are also in

development for a new 50-storey office tower at the corner of Adelaide

and Sheppard.

Client: Oxford Properties Group

Completion: Under Construction 

Structural: Halcrow Yolles

Mechanical: Hidi Rae Consulting Engineers Inc.

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.

Landscape: Janet Rosenberg + Associates

Richmond-Adelaide Centre
toronto, ontario
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Richmond-Adelaide Centre
toronto, ontario
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Situated on a wooded site in the east end of Ottawa, this facility was

designed around the unique needs of the Communications Security

Establishment Canada (CSEC) employees who will work there analyzing

data as part of the Government of Canada’s security intelligence work.

CSEC required a building that would support cutting-edge technology

coupled with human creativity, and foster effectiveness through

teamwork and collaboration.

The iconic image of the building takes its inspiration from an abstracted

maple key, subtly referencing the literal and symbolic importance of 

the maple to Canada in shaping the geometry of the “hub,” the 

multi-level communal heart of the building. Designed to LEED Gold

standards, the building, with its airy open spaces, access to daylight 

and views, collaborative work environments and amenities, is designed

to attract the best and brightest Canadian mathematicians, computer

programmers, language specialists and intelligence analysts. 

The distinctive curving form of the main five-storey structure is

connected to the landscape by smaller pavilions that contain workplace

functions, effectively connecting the forest to the workspace. The fritted

glass on the curtain wall features patterns suggestive of the activities

within and will be designed by the users. 

Client: Plenary Properties

Sponsor: Defence Construction Canada

User: Department of National Defence

Completion: 2014

Associate Architect: HDR Architecture Inc.

Structural: Adjeleian, Allen, Rubeli

Mechanical: MMM Group/HDR Architecture Inc.

Electrical: MMM Group/HDR Architecture Inc.

Landscape: du Toit Allsopp Hillier

CSEC Long-Term 
Accommodation
ottawa, ontario
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Uniquely located within a residential neighbourhood in St. Thomas,

Ontario, the St. Thomas Consolidated Courthouse (STCC) is a

preservation and expansion project that will provide expanded and

modernized justice services for the region. The design preserves and

restores two significant heritage buildings: the Elgin County Courthouse

and the former Land Registry Office, and incorporates a new large 

but discrete addition. The tripartite portico of the existing courthouse is

the main entrance to the judicial complex and the new addition, nestled

behind the existing courthouse, acts as a supporting architectural

backdrop with wings extending to the east and west in a symmetrical

and complementary arrangement.

The new courthouse will contain eight courtrooms, two conference

settlement rooms, space for courtroom support, judiciary, Crown

Attorneys, Police Court Bureau, Victim Witness Assistance, counsel

services, prisoner holding, court services, building services, and parking.

Three-storey windows as well as skylights provide ample light and 

create an open spatial separation between the existing courthouse and

the new addition.

In keeping with contemporary sustainable initiatives, the STCC is

designed to be environmentally sustainable by utilizing a design strategy

that minimizes the carbon footprint of the building while preserving its

existing heritage assets. 

St. Thomas Consolidated
Courthouse
st. thomas , ontario
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Client: Access Justice St. Thomas 

Sponsor: Infrastructure Ontario 

User: Ministry of the Attorney General 

Completion: Proposal 

Associate Architect: +VG Architects – The Ventin Group Inc.

Structural: Halsall Associates Ltd. 

Mechanical: Smith and Andersen 

Electrical: Smith and Andersen 

Landscape: Wendy Shearer Landscape Architect 

a division of MHBC Planning Inc. 
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The winner of a Design-Build-Finance-Maintain (DBFM) competition, 

this new court facility is located on the Moira River in central Belleville.

The design intent was to develop a strong dialogue between two of 

the city’s main civic buildings: the courthouse and City Hall, located

across the river.

The building is oriented so its significant exterior and interior public

spaces have a view of City Hall. This east-west orientation, slightly off

the main city grid, emphasizes the building’s importance and also

creates optimal conditions for sustainability strategies, including passive

solar heating and daylight harvesting. A minimalist, modern design 

using local Ontario limestone gives a sense of gravitas to the building

exterior, its civic stature further underlined by a dignified entrance

forecourt and public square facing the downtown core. 

The functional organization of the building creates a zone of public

space on one side and more secure spaces on the other. Functions are

vertically stratified according to the need for public access: on the

ground floor, large courtrooms, ceremonial spaces and jury selection

rooms are located, while less used and more secure spaces are placed

near the top of the six-storey building.

Quinte Region Courthouse
belleville , ontario
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Client: Brookfield Infrastructure Partnerships Quinte

Sponsor: Infrastructure Ontario

User: Ministry of the Attorney General

Completion: 2013

Associate Architect: Shoalts and Zaback Architects Ltd.

Structural: Halsall Associates Limited

Mechanical: The Mitchell Partnership Inc.

Electrical: Hidi Rae Consulting Engineers Inc.

Landscape: Quinn Design Associates
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The Abraj Quartier, or “Neighbourhood of Towers,” is a major 

component of a large and ambitious mixed-use development in Doha

known as The Pearl. The design language is essentially a contemporary

interpretation of traditional styles and themes, which in turn have 

been informed by the regional climate and culture. The site plan

organizes a series of residential towers and low-rise townhouses along 

a roadway and boardwalk that front on the Gulf. The boardwalk not 

only provides a pleasant pedestrian amenity but also serves as access

to the adjacent beach. Two beacon-like office towers flank the main

access road and serve as the gateway to the overall Pearl development.

The Abraj Quartier will include 2,200 residential units and a total of 

more than 350,000 m2 of built area.Client: United Development Company 

Completion: 2009 

Associate Architect: KEO International Consultants (Doha, Qatar)

Structural: KEO International Consultants (Doha, Qatar) 

Mechanical: KEO International Consultants (Doha, Qatar)

Electrical: KEO International Consultants (Doha, Qatar)

Landscape: KEO International Consultants (Doha, Qatar)

The Abraj Quartier, 
The Pearl
doha, qatar
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Client: Ontario Realty Corporation

Completion: 2012

Structural: Halcrow Yolles

Mechanical: Hidi Rae Consulting Engineers Inc.

Electrical: Mulvey + Banani International Inc.

222 Jarvis Street Sustainable
Building Renewal
toronto, ontario
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This comprehensive revitalization project was inspired by the desire to

transform a heavy, brutalist example of architecture from the 1970s

(formerly known as the Sears Building) into a sustainable, light-filled

workplace for Ontario government staff. The project has become a

flagship for government initiatives in the use of sustainable building and

planning approaches in the reconstruction of downtown office buildings,

and a catalyst for neighbourhood revitalization. Extensive renovations

include removal of parts of the building to create a new four-storey

feature lobby and the addition of an entrance canopy. Energy-efficient

glazing, as well as mechanical and electrical upgrades, further contribute

to the transformation into LEED Gold, Class-A office space. An improved

working environment is achieved through increased natural light 

entering by way of a skylit central core. Open-plan, interconnected floors

foster a sense of community and interdepartmental collaboration.
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W Z M H  A R C H I T E CT S Funded by the Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services, 

the Forensic Services and Coroner’s Complex will consolidate the

services of the Office of the Chief Coroner and the Centre of Forensic

Sciences into one state-of-the-art facility. 

At 49,000 m2, the Forensic Services and Coroner’s Complex will be 

one of the largest facilities of its type in North America and house a

consolidated forensic laboratory, medicolegal autopsy and coroner’s

courts complex. 

The facility is designed to meet the latest industry standards for energy

efficiency, sustainability and environmental design and is anticipated 

to have a LEED Silver rating.Client: Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services

Sponsor: Infrastructure Ontario 

Completion: 2012

Structural: Quinn Dressel Associates

Mechanical: H.H. Angus & Associates Limited

Electrical: H.H. Angus & Associates Limited

Forensic Services and 
Coroner’s Complex
toronto, ontario
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WZMH Architects is an award-winning international
architectural partnership. The practice was established in 1961
in Toronto and Montreal and known as Webb Zerafa Menkes
Housden (after Peter Webb, Boris Zerafa, René Menkès, 
and Warwick Housden) until 2002, when the name was
changed to WZMH Architects. Today the firm’s principals 
are Medhat Abdou, Brian Andrew, Jay Bigelow, Carl Blanchaer,
Nicola Casciato, Zenon Radewych, Robert Sampson, 
John White and Hatice Yazar. 

WZMH believes in a collaborative approach to all assignments,
with all project participants working closely together in order
to achieve a common goal: the delivery of the project to meet
or exceed the expectations of the client.

The firm’s expertise encompasses all aspects of the architectural
process, from master planning, site evaluation and feasibility
studies, through the design and construction documentation
phases, to the final selection of finishes and fittings for building
interiors. The firm’s experience includes significant institutional
and corporate projects, courthouse design, hotel and conference
facilities, data centres, retail and office developments, resort
and entertainment complexes, educational and residential
buildings, as well as a number of major master plan studies.

In recent years, the firm has successfully incorporated
sustainable principles into the majority of its projects, is
currently involved in the LEED certification of over five million
square feet of built space and has received numerous domestic
and international LEED awards. 

At WZMH, we recognize that the final built form must achieve 
a balance between the practical and the aesthetic: that good 
design goes beyond superficial appearance and informs all aspects
of achieving a built solution that is tailored to the intended use. 
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Firm Profile People
The people listed here are among those who have worked at WZMH Architects and assisted on the buildings and 
projects that are presented in this book. 
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